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THE MAN IN TORMENT 

 

The fullness: activated on Halloween 2020. 

 

God I AM speaks it— 

 

Servant, your heart has shifted, and you are willing to say that you will believe every plan 

that We have chosen to take your spirit into. Servant, there has been a full power release 

with the ninety-day power drinking that you are walking in. The power of God will come 

and take over the way that you are moving in. There are no holds upon your full way. I 

have taken you out of the spiritual bubble. Now your prophet scent has taken a leading 

plan in the earth. Servant, with the powerful shift, your spiritual eyes are also starting to 

have clearer seeing ways of the spirit realm.  

 

Power—I have ungaugeable power that can reshape the human body as if it was a clay 

form. The human body has to be viewed this way to see the remaking of a person who is 

raised from the buried dead. Servant, your eyes took on a vision of a man who is in 

torment. This man’s face came up into your spirit while reading the plan of power, dealing 

with raising the three. It is granted for their way to come and have a natural living way 

once again. 

 

I am giving a clear power way that the man that you saw was once a famous actor. You 

saw a bald way, a skull showing, only. And where the eyes were to be, there were empty 

sockets; very dark. The person was just a skeleton on fire. You saw him facing your way, 

giving an impression that he could see you. What if We told you that he heard the word 

that was spoken? Wouldn’t that make sense—how We showed you a vision of that person 

staring without eyes, turned and facing your way, while still burning, with worms crawling 

out from his eye sockets? Would that make it clear that the Hell is fully aware that you will 

go and stand over that grave plot and pray to King Jesus so that the first on the list to be 

raised will come forward?  
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Do not have a wonder at this. You have heard that Satan can hear you praying even while 

in his home in the Hell. Servant, P. W. heard the word spoken concerning the raising. 

Why was that major in saying? He will have to know why the torment has entered a new 

level. While you were declaring that great message, the portal to Hell opened and Satan 

himself came out to hear the message. As soon as the names were given, he pushed out 

a command with a gesture to the devils that follow the plan of Satan. And the angelic 

guard bowed their heads while you read My major will. Why would the angels bow their 

heads? Out of reverence for the spoken plan of My will being pushed into natural world 

dealings.  

 

It’s all real. I showed you how your spirit is tasting the unseen realm in this new power 

level, and it is not time for the materialization plan. You will have a clearer vision over 

each day. The man scheduled as first heard this full way of the raising. It’s out in the 

natural and will manifest soon. 

 

Message is active. 

 

 

 


